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FOREWORD
As the top French Region for digital technology, the
Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region boasts one of the most
dynamic ecosystems in Europe and even the world. We
welcome all who are driven by a thirst for audacity and
innovation. Whether you are a startup or major company,
our dynamic Region can match your ambition to create the
world of tomorrow.
French Tech is now well known around the world, and Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes,
France's number one industrial conurbation, has already launched the digital
revolution. Our new digital campus is a lab of the future dedicated to innovative
and disruptive digital training models which provide challenging opportunities
for our students. With endorsements from leading innovative leading tech
companies, the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Campus will become the new home of
engineering talent for the digital industry in Europe.
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From Grenoble to Lyon, from Saint-Etienne to Clermont-Ferrand, our innovative
mindset, strong industrial legacy and wide scope of expertise have transformed
our region into a “ninja of innovation” to borrow from Gary Shapiro. AuvergneRhône-Alpes is home to dynamic centers of excellence and competitiveness
clusters such as Minalogic and Imaginove where innovation knows no bounds.
Automotive industry, IoT, bioTech, technical textiles, design tech, 3D printers,
video games, sportTech… these are just some of the sectors where we have high
ambitions and which are growing fast thanks to the vibrancy of our clusters and
our centers of competitive excellence.
Once you’ve seen us at CES, come to the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region, where
you’ll find everything you need to develop your projects and make your dreams
a reality. That is my pledge to you, and the promise of an entire area where
innovation is our passion.
I hope you enjoy the 2019 International CES!




Laurent Wauquiez
President of Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes.

Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region is truly
a leader in innovation. From the early
age of the silk industry, to the first filmmakers in history (Lumiere brothers), up
to the era of great medical discoveries
(Pasteur), and today in the digital
industry, nowhere is that more apparent
than in the beautiful and attractive
Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region, located in the French Alps, in the heart of Europe,
and at the foot of Mont Blanc.
In July 2018, we were awarded the worldwide « FabCity » label*, with nine other
cities and regions around the world.
Innovation means transformation and opportunities, and the Auvergne-RhôneAlpes local government is dedicated to the digital transformation process of the
economy, and works as a partner with local companies and startups to help them
grow and promote the best talents and assets we have to offer.
That’s the reason why we are proudly leading a delegation which will give a sneak
peek of what our region has to offer in technology innovation, featuring more
than 46 companies from Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region, displaying the latest in
artificial intelligence, mobility, smart cities, smart home and more.
According to CTA, 338 French tech companies exhibited at CES 2018, 85% of
which were startups presenting at CES' Eureka Park, making France the second
largest country represented by tech startups, after the U.S. And even more are
expected to attend the 2019 event. The Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes delegation will
significantly be part of it.
We are CES ready and are very much looking forward to discovering new
technologies and innovative products, meeting new partners from all over the
world and being able to welcome inspiring initiatives and projects. We can’t wait
to get to know you and discuss new opportunities !

Etienne Blanc & Juliette Jarry
1st Vice-Governor & Vice-Governor in charge of Digital Affairs.

*FabLabs aim at democratizing new technologies linked to the digital development and gives the opportunity to
a wide public and startups to operate professional and low-priced CNC machines.
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AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES, THE TECH REGION

LEADERS & PARTNERS

#1

MINALOGIC,

the regional CES
coordinator

FRANCE

CLERMONTFERRAND
LYON
ST-ÉTIENNE

GRENOBLE

EUROPE

2

ND
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Most attractive
French region for
foreign investment

1

ST

Industrial region
in France in terms
of employment

LARGEST EUROPEAN
CLUSTER DEDICATED
TO THE DIGITAL ECONOMY
550 R&D projects secured
total government funding of
€805 million out of more than
€2 billion total R&D spending
these projects represent
Major companies:
Adept, Autodesk, Awabot, BD,
Be-Almerys, Cegid, Criteo, ESKER,
Esri, Forgerock, GE, HPE Hewlett
Packard Entreprises, Intel,
Mathworks, Oracle, Orange L@bs,
Salesforce, Schneider Electric,
Siléane, Softbank, Staubli,
STMicroelectronics, Visiativ,
Naver Labs…

2

ND

Region in France in
terms of employment
in the digital
industry (90,000 jobs)

Minalogic is a global innovation cluster
for digital technologies serving France’s
Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region. The
cluster supports the region’s leading
innovators by facilitating networking,
fostering collaborative R&D, and providing
companies with personalized assistance
throughout all phases of business growth.
The products and services developed
by our members address all industries,
from ICT and healthcare to energy and
advanced manufacturing.
Founded
in 2005
Including
350 industrial
members

A UNIQUE ECOSYSTEM
OF FRENCH TECH-LABELED
CITIES
Lyon
French Tech

 oasts nearly
B
400 members
 00 projects
5
certified

 50 projects that have secured
5
total government funding
of €850 million out of more than
€2 billion total R&D spending these
projects represent.

ST-Etienne
Design Tech

 inalogic has been a certified
M
“Gold Label” Cluster of Excellence
since 2012.
Clermont
Auvergne
French Tech

AUVERGNERHÔNE-ALPES
ENTREPRISES

French Tech
in the Alps
Grenoble

Grenoble #5 most inventive
city worldwide (Forbes)

Contact





Philippe Wieczorek
philippe.wieczorek@minalogic.com
www.minalogic.com
@Minalogic

 Booth 51266/51067

Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Entreprises
helps companies, in particular startups,
to grow in the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes
region, in France and in international
markets.

Our missions
Assist companies in their set-up
in Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes: technical
and financial support, networking...
 upport companies in their
S
international and innovation
projects, for example by organizing
regional booths at trade shows
and business conventions dedicated
to IT and industrial sectors.
Contribute to the dynamics
of regional clusters
 romote the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes
P
region and its economic development.

Contact

 J érémy Montagné,
ICT Sector manager
 jmontagne@arae.fr
 www.auvergnerhonealpes-entreprises.fr
 @AURAentreprises
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LEADERS & PARTNERS

With more than 530 members
from startups to major groups,
schools, universities, labs,
R&D centres, Digital League is
the largest high-tech business
network in Auvergne-RhôneAlpes.
Our goal is to foster economic
growth and employment in the
region. We support businesses
from IT and high-tech industry
of all sizes at all stages of their
development, especially in
3 areas:
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 NETWORKING:
foster relationships between
members and industry
by means of organized
discussion
 GROWTH:
Give companies the tools and
the means to grow
 OUTREACH:
Give businesses the
opportunity to explore new
markets and increase their
international exposure
#1 IT cluster in France
with + 530 members, 26,000
employees and €2.6 billion
turnover.

Contact

	
Maud Charaf
 m.charaf@digital-league.org
 www.digital-league.org
 @Digitaleague

#2

Imaginove is the French
digital contents & usages
cluster based in AuvergneRhône-Alpes. Since 2006,
the cluster has supported
businesses, academics, R&D
centers, universities of the
ICT and CCI Industries, in
R&D activities & collaborative
projects, economic growth,
international development,
new business models, access
to finance (public and private)
and networking.
Imaginove brings together
almost 200 members focused
on 3 creative universes :
gaming & gamification /
entertainment and learning /
smart-living.

Contact





David Gal-Regniez
dgalregniez@imaginove.fr
www.imaginove.fr
@imaginove

RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY
ORGANIZATION
CEA Tech leverages a unique
innovation-driven culture
and unrivalled expertise to
develop new technologies,
helping industrial partners
gain a competitive edge
across multiple markets.
With 4,500 multidisciplinary
researchers and worldclass preindustrialization
facilities, CEA Tech institutes
– List, Leti, Liten - tailor
differentiating solutions to
address global challenges
– i.e digital migration, clean
& safe energies, healthcare,
safety & security, Industry
4.0. CEA Tech is the
technology research branch
of CEA.
 600 patents/year
 600 partnerships
 100 startups

Contact

 Jean-Michel Goiran
 jean-michel.goiran@cea.fr
 www.cea-tech.fr

PORTRAIT OF

EXHIBITORS
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EP Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region

51270

02

Aidodys

Eureka Park

51521

03

Diabeloop

CEA

51253

04

Dreenk

EP Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region

50863

05

E-attract

EP Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region

51264

06

Ethera

EP Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region

51263

07

FoxBerry

EP Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region

50867

08

Glowbl

EP Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region

51062

09

Helite

Business France

Business France

10

Heroz

EP Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region

50865

11

HipSafe

EP Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region

51271
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HubSpeed

EP Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region

51265

17 17 13 08
22 07 10 04

13

ISCAB

EP Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region

51064

14

Lancey Energy Storage

French IoT

French IoT

15

MeerSens

Business France

50615

16

Nemeio

EP Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region

51262

17

Pixminds

EP Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region

51071-51069/
51070-51068

18

Pop’nlink/MyBlueShip

EP Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region

51267

19

PowerUp

CEA

51253

20

Runnin’City

EP Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region

51065

21

SameSame

French IoT Groupe La Poste

French IoT

22

SeetyZen

SeetyZen

50871

23

Solaari

EP Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region

51462

24

SYLink Technologie

Business France

Business France

25

Teamoty

EP Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region

51268

26

Tikaway

EP Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region

51063

27

Ubiant

Sands L2

Sands L2

28

Véritable

EP Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region

51470

Startup
Stage

Business
France
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Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Region/
Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Entreprises

Aidodys

Aidodys is a company specializing in web accessibility with
customized solutions for people suffering from reading
difficulties, dyslexia, and visual impairment. The AIDODYS
platform customizes and adapts all text making it accessible
via user-created profile. Aidodys currently offers 3 services:
an internet platform, an application, a sticker (available on all
search engines). ADAPT MY WEB is an API to make all websites
accessible with a single line of code. AMW makes reading
online much more comfortable. The AMW Accessibility Tool
facilitates understanding and browsing.

Come to our booth and discover everything Auvergne-RhôneAlpes, Europe's #1 Tech Region, has to offer.

Contact

 www.auvergnerhonealpes.fr
	www.auvergnerhonealpesentreprises.fr
 jmontagne@arae.fr
	@auvergnerhalpes
@AURAentreprises

Meet startups developing innovative solutions in many sectors
and emblematic partners: Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Entreprises,
Minalogic, Digital League, Imaginove.

HH A
 uvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Region – Booth 51266/
51067

Contact







Marion Ranvier
marion.ranvier@aidodys.com
www.aidodys.com
@aidodys1
company/aidodys
facebook.com/aidodys

HH Eureka Park
Booth 51521
Exhibitors maps page 8 :

#02
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ActivMotion

Diabeloop

ActivMotion is developing products to help users forget all
about their digital devices.
XtraSound is an extra auricular wireless earphone offering a
new sound experience. XtraSound makes it possible to stay
connected with both your mobile phone and the environment,
while keeping a natural sound and a very high audio quality.
You will forget you are wearing earphones and just have the
pleasure of listening.

Diabeloop is a medtech company born out of a medical
research project in 2015. Our mission is to relieve people with
Type 1 diabetes from the mental load of self-management so
they can finally live the life they want.
Drawing on excellence in “artificial pancreas” R&D, our first
product is an innovative and self-learning system that automates and optimizes insulin delivery in real-time thanks to
artificial intelligence.
FONCTIONNEMENT DU SYSTÈME DBLG1

Contact

	
Benoit Van Landeghem
 bvl@activmotion.fr
 www.activmotion.fr
 @MotionActiv
 facebook.com/bvl.activmotion

HH A
 uvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Region – Booth 51270
Exhibitors maps page 8 : #01

Contact

	
Stéphanie Jégu
 stephanie.jegu@diabeloop.fr
	www.diabeloop.com
 @diabeloop
 company/diabeloop
 facebook.com/diabeloop

90

mg/dl

PO M PE À
INS ULINE

TE RM INA L

C A P TE UR D E
GLUCO S E E N
CO NTINU

HH CEA
Booth 51253
Exhibitors maps page 8 :

SERV EUR

V I SUA LI SAT I O N
DES DO NNÉES

T ÉLÉSUI V I

Diabeloop oﬀre des services optionnels permettant
la mise en place de la télémédecine

#03

© Diabeloop 2018

Dreenk

Ethera

Dreenk initially developed an IoT device to measure the main
characteristics of wine. Today, we are expanding our offer to
other beverages.
Baby milk is the unique source of nutrition for a large number
of infants around the world. The recurrence of health scandals
in recent years has highlighted the difficulties of regulatory
agencies in combating adulteration. We now have a solution: a
smart device capable of detecting these frauds and preventing
the health risk.

Contact

Dedicated to the development of innovative solutions for
Indoor Air Quality (IAQ), Ethera is a leading player in building
inspection, IAQ monitoring, and air treatment. Ethera has a
proprietary technology on gas sensors and chemical media
filters, including a ppb level sensor specific to Formaldehyde,
the most common Indoor pollutant.
Ethera has now widened the scope of application: R-check
and Feel’Air are the first Formaldehyde indicators designed for
consumers.

Contact

 Fabien Munoz
 contact@dreenk.com
	www.dreenk.com
 @Dreenk6
 company/dreenk

 Fred Hammel
 frederic.hammel@ethera-labs.com
	www.ethera-labs.com
 @EtheraLabs
 company/ethera
 facebook.com/ethera.labs

HH A
 uvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Region – Booth 50863
Exhibitors maps page 8 : #04

HH A
 uvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Region – Booth 51263
Exhibitors maps page 8 : #06
15

14

E-attract

FoxBerry

Vivrou.com helps citizens find the best place to live, based on
their needs and means, through an innovative algorithm that
matches citizens to territories.
It was created by E-attract – data and territory experts who
help public and private actors to create and distribute highly
personalized offers.

Contact

 Pierre-Alexandre Kofron
 pa.kofron@e-attract.com
	www.e-attract.com
 @e_attract
 company/e-attract
 facebook.com/vivrou

HH A
 uvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Region – Booth 51264
Exhibitors maps page 8 : #05

XXXXX

Contact







XXXXX
XXXXXX
xxxxxxx
xxxx
xxx
xxx

HH A
 uvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Region – xxxxxxx
Exhibitors maps page 8 : #07

Glowbl

Heroz

Glowbl is a web-based solution for real-time training. Thanks
to patented ergonomics and features such as video conferencing and bandwidth-optimized content sharing, Glowbl
enables virtual classrooms where human interactions are
reproduced with a realistic representation of the class and
teaching methods. Already used by major companies and
universities for remote training, group projects and MOOCs,
our white-label solution can be seamlessly integrated into
corporate tools: LMS, CRM, intranet…

Contact







Even if it is right next to you, your smartphone is mobile and at
permanent risk from theft or snooping. Heroz is a simple
bracelet which prevents other people from taking or stealing
your smartphone which is an extension of your mind.

Contact

Laurent Souloumiac
contact.ces@glowbl.com
www.glowbl.com
@Glowbl_Official
company/Glowbl
facebook.com/Glowbl

 Arthur Grandgerard
 arthur@myheroz.com
	www.myheroz.com
 @heroz_now
 company/11078927
 facebook.com/heroooz

HH A
 uvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Region – 51062
Exhibitors maps page 8 : #08

HH A
 uvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Region – Booth 50865
Exhibitors maps page 8 : #10
17

16

Helite

HipSafe

B’Safe is the first autonomous wearable airbag system,
100 % autonomous that protects cyclists in the event of a fall
or accident. The smart device can save lives, improve safety
and enhance cyclists' experience in the city and beyond.

Hip’Safe is the first wearable airbag belt that protects the elderly
from breaking their hips. When a fall is detected both airbags
inflates automatically over the hips before ground impact.
Hip’Safe can saves lifes and improve seniors’quality of life and
autonomy.

Contact

Contact

HH Business France

HH A
 uvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Region – Booth 51271
Exhibitors maps page 8 : #11

 Marion Perrissin
 info@bsafe-airbag.com
	www.bsafe-airbag.com
 @HeliteOfficial
 company/helite

Exhibitors maps page 8 :

#09

 Alexandre Quarrey
 hipsafe@helite.com
	www.senior.helite.com
 @HipSafeHelite

HubSpeed
HUBSPEED

Lancey Energy Storage

Lancey Energy Storage provides an elegant space heater
integrating a lithium battery. The patented architecture provides
up to 50% fuel saving storing electricity when it’s cheap and
consuming it when the user needs it most. Easy to install,
compatible with Demand Response policies, controlled by
your smartphone, the space heater by Lancey Energy Storage
is the smartest way to store energy.
This smart and elegant solution was awarded the home
appliance «Best of innovation award» at CES 2018.

Hubspeed is the first mobile aggregation router that combines
network speeds (4G LTE, WiFi, shared connection) into one ultra
fast internet connection, up to 1Gbs for full mobility anywhere in
the world.
Think of it as 4x fiber internet speed in your pocket!

Contact

Contact

HH A
 uvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Region – Booth 51265
Exhibitors maps page 8 : #12

HH French IoT

 Sylvain Montreuil
 sylvain@hubspeed.io
	hubspeed.io
 @hubspeed
 facebook.com/hubspeed

 Gilles Moreau
 g.moreau@lancey.fr
 www.lancey.fr
 @LanceyStorage
 company/lancey
	facebook.com/lancey
energystorage

Exhibitors maps page 8 :

#14
19
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ISCab

Contact






Virginie Tran-Pitters
virginie@iscab.fr
www.iscab.fr
@iscabvirginie
in/virginie-pitters-a78729b0

HH A
 uvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Region – Booth 51064
Exhibitors maps page 8 : #13

ISCAB allows you to exploit the full
potential of your points of sales, both
indoors and outdoors. We provide an
innovative and practical key Drop &
Pick solution comprised of a combination of ISCAB kiosks and software.
Our screen interfaces are designed
for maximum customer convenience
and to better absorb customer flows
during peak hours. ISCAB offers a
new digital experience for your
business.

MeerSens

MeerSens is a world first: a unique solution (Apps + Iot) that
allows consumers to test their immediate environment to detect
any factors affecting their health: Air and water quality, UVs,
harmful waves, allergens, pesticides etc. It then proposes solutions
to avoid/mitigate the risks.
It’s completely tailor-made, ensuring the information displayed
to the user is relevant and takes into account individual characteristics.
Meersens acts as a sentinel, it’s the guardian of your health!

Contact

 Morane Rey-Huet
 morane@meersens.com
	www.meersens.com
 @meersens
 company/meersens
 facebook.com/meersens

HH B
 usiness France
Booth 50615
Exhibitors maps page 8 :

#15

Nemeio

Contact





CTRL, a NEMEIO Brand product, is an innovative, fully and infinitely configurable keyboard. It allows the user to easily define
and switch between several individual key layouts, according
to their needs and wishes. From brightness, to background
color and shortcut key creation, the user's imagination is the
only limit. In addition, CTRL is a mobile companion that can
be connected to any Bluetooth equipped devices. CTRL is a
French-made product which boasts a stylish brushed aluminium design. Linguists, web designers, innovation lovers,
CTRL is tomorrow’s tool for everyone!

Laurent Faivre
contact@nemeio.fr
www.nemeio.fr
company/nemeio

Pop’nlink/MyBlueShip

Contact

 Eric Benrey
 eric@popandlink.com
	www.popandlink.com
 @popnlink
 company/pop&link

HH A
 uvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Region – Booth 51262
Exhibitors maps page 8 : #16

Thanks to POP, an innovative device, Pop’n link provides
your users provides your users with contextual services and
content, without downloading any specific app or sharing any
login or personal data.
By just holding a smartphone on a POP for a few seconds, the
user accesses a whole range of tailored digital services at the
POP location (restaurant, hotel, office, event, store, museum
etc.) As POP guarantees the Proof of Presence of users at the
POP location, pop’n link provides secure features like payment, authentic reviews, real-time user for conversion into
experience sharing, … for conversion into high business value
services.

HH A
 uvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Region – Booth 51267
Exhibitors maps page 8 : #18

21

20

Pixminds

PowerUp

Pixminds is a French company with an accurate vision of the
future of gaming. We innovate in PC and console gaming peripherals, retrogaming machines such as Pinball or Foosball,
and even in new technologies, for instance our interactive
wall. We intend to offer gamers new opportunities to learn,
ramp up their performances, and simply enjoy.

Thanks to its smart chargers, PowerUp doubles the life of
Li-ion batteries and facilitates their predictive maintenance.
A spin-off of CEA-LITEN, the startup is based on seven patents resulting from several years of research at CEA on the
mechanisms of battery degradation.

Contact

Contact

HH A
 uvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Region – Booth 5107151069/51070-51068
Exhibitors maps page 8 : #17

HH CEA – Booth 51253
Exhibitors maps page 8 : #19

 Marielle Sindt
 msindt@pixminds.fr
	www.pixminds.fr
 company/pixminds

 Benjamin Delaille
	benjamin.delaille@
powerup-technology.com
	www.powerup.xyz
 @powerup_xyz
 company/powerup-technology

Runnin’City

SeetyZen

Runnin’City is an app that allows you to discover over 150 cities
around the world while running or walking. It audio-guides
you through the city and tells you about the points of interest
passed en route. It is totally free and available across the globe
in 6 different languages. We are working with the leaders in
the tourism industry (cities, tourism boards, hotels, airlines,
etc.) to provide digital, innovative services that really make a
difference.
Runnin’City is currently raising funds.

Contact

We are the first company to link environmental monitoring and
civil protection technologies in one sensor deployed across
the city or in sensitive areas to measure citizen's exposure to
harmful elements and to detect threats such as gunshots, car
crashes, crowd flooding. The exposure risk to invisible pollutants like air and noise pollution is resumed by an Index based
on monitoring and AI expertise provided by ACOEM Group
through its incubator dedicated to well-being, pollution and
security matters.

Contact

 Olivier Lebleu
 olivier@runnincity.com
	www.runnincity.world
 @RunninCity
	company/mile-positioningsolutions
 facebook.com/RunninCity

 Raphaël Lahille
 raphael.lahille@acoemgroup.com
	www.seetyzen.io

HH A
 uvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Region – Booth 50871
Exhibitors maps page 8 : #22

HH A
 uvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Region – Booth 51065
Exhibitors maps page 8 : #20
23

22

SameSame

Solaari

SameSame develops communication tools using pictures to
help people suffering from language disorders.
Our first tool « Gong » is designed for people suffering from
aphasia and is fully customizable. The speech therapist can
set it up right after patient has suffered a stroke to facilitate
communication with health professionals and families.
Our tools aim to help people suffering from aphasia to communicate and recover the pleasure of communicating using
gamification and cutting edge engagement technology.

Contact

 Alexandre Boulme
 alexandre@samesame.co
 gong-aphasie.fr
 @Gong_Appli
 company/samesame-app
	facebook.com/Gong.SameSame

HH French IoT
Exhibitors maps page 8 :

#21

Contact





Laurent Faivre
contact@solaari.com
www.solaari.com
company/solaari

HH A
 uvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Region – Booth 51462
Exhibitors maps page 8 : #23

WAAN, a SOLAARI Brand product, is a revolutionary lightsaber
replica.
Define you own “real time” (Low Latency system) sound and
light animations with your smartphone. Stream the sounds
directly on your headphones or remote speakers via Bluetooth
and enjoy the powers of the Force for hours thanks to Waan increased autonomy and facilitated battery access for charging.
Choose between 3 basic models, and several blade lengths
interchangeable without any tools. With Waan, stop dreaming
about the Force, start mastering it!

SYLink Technologie
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Exhibitors maps page 8 :

Tikaway has developed hardware and software solutions
to improve remote work through a pair of glasses with an
embedded video camera, connected to a video conferencing
mobile application.The tkw.glasses enable hands-free work
and the tkw.live service provides many dedicated features for
remote assistance. Usage example. Tikaway enables a field
operator to work hands free while being remotely assisted by
an expert in real time ensuring effective decision-making and
cost savings.

Contact

Malena Moreira
malena@sylink.fr
www.sylink.fr
@sylinktechno

HH Business France

Tikaway

SYLink’s console is a streamlined control center featuring a 7”
touchscreen and a highly intuitive interface. It allows users to
monitor the digital environment of their home, store or small
business at a glance. The control screen displays essential information (connection speed, security index, number of smart
devices, connections to nefarious websites, anti-virus status,
etc.) in a graphical, color-coded format.

 Carole Bollard
 carole.bollard@tikaway.com
 www.tkw.live
 @TikawayApp
 company/tikawayapp
	facebook.com/TikawayAPP
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Ubiant

Teamoty

Ubiant boasts unique expertise in artificial intelligence, distributed real-time system management and human- machine
interfaces. It makes use of leisure software technologies for
its smartphone apps. Ubiant also has industrial design and
architecture skills.

Teamoty is the ultimate tool for construction professionals
that prevents from project drifting and increases performance
and profits. Teamoty is a Cloud based Schedule Management
Platform for the Construction Industry to be handled by NonTech savvy users, on field. It allows for a unique time/location
management of internal & external resources, down-drilling
tasks to micro-tasks, providing a superior accuracy of project
statement during the full construction process, from design to
running.

Contact

Contact
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Fabien Font
fabien.font@cimba-digital.com
www.teamoty.io
@Teamoty_io
company/Teamoty
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 @ubiant
 company/ubiant
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Véritable

Véritable® designs smart indoor gardens to easily grow food in
your kitchen.
EXKY is a compact smart garden that allows you to grow and
enjoy tasty organic herbs and vegetables all year round. You
don't need green fingers! EXKY is totally self-sufficient and features automatic watering, a LED growing light and ready-to-use
plant refills. The ultra-compact and sleek design makes it a an
attractive addition all kitchens. Designed and made in France.

SIDE EVENTS
1/ Showroom startups

Open showroom - january 8,9,10th – 4:30 – 7 p.m
Harrah’s Hotel - 3475 South Las Vegas Boulevard, Las Vegas, nv 89109

Aryballe technologies

Contact

 Nicolas Gehin
 n.gehin@veritable-potager.com
 www.veritable-potager.com
 @VeritableGarden
 company/veritable
	facebook.com/VeritableGarden
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Contact

 Elsa Zelvelder
 elsa@aryballe.com
	www.aryballe-technologies.com
 @aryballe
 company/aryballe-technologies/

Aryballe Technologies develops portable, connected and universal odor sensors. Based on a unique
combination of technologies (optics, biochemistry,
electronics, IT), our « digital nose » allows the detection and identification of odors via their interaction
with more than 40 biosensors inspired by human
olfaction. Digitized odors are stored in a reference
database, for subsequent matching of new odors.

Enerbee
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Contact

 Elsa Zelvelder
 elsa@aryballe.com
	www.enerbee.fr
 @Enerbee_Harvest
 company/enerbee

Enerbee develops connected and self powered
solutions for residential and commercial buildings.
Enerbee’s innovative products are smart air vents
equipped with sensors to control and monitor indoor
air quality, offer predictive maintenance of HVAC
systems and save energy.

2/ The Tech Region’s Night in Vegas - CES, WHAT NEXT ?

Wednesday, January 9th – 7 p.m
Flamingo Hotel – Savoy Room - 3555 South Las Vegas Boulevard, Las Vegas, NV 89109
The Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region is pleased to invite you to a networking evening attended by
Michelin, Schneider and international partners (Canada, CCEF). This social event is the ideal occasion
to meet all the various stakeholders from Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes and explore post-CES opportunities.
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EM LYON BUSINESS SCHOOL

Contact

 www.em-lyon.com
 @EMLYON
	facebook.com/
emlyonbusinessschool
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Founded in 1872, emlyon business school is one of the
oldest in Europe. It is also one of the select group of business
schools accredited by three international certifications:
AACSB, Equis and AMBA. As such, it has earned its place
among the world’s best business schools.
Today, emlyon business school has five campuses located
in Lyon, Saint-Etienne, Casablanca, Shanghai and Paris.
emlyon business school’s mission is to develop “early
makers”, people able to take control of their destiny, to be
an leader with a flair for teamwork, by moving beyond “Do It
Yourself” to embrace “Do It Together”.

ESC CLERMONT

Contact

 info@esc-clermont.fr
	www.esc-clermont.fr
 @ESCClermont
 company/esc-clermont
 facebook.com/escclermont

Groupe ESC Clermont is a Business School founded in 1919 and
has been AACSB accredited since 2005. All the programmes
offered aim to achieve professional integration at the right level:
Undergraduate and Postgraduate levels, in subjects such as
digital marketing, innovation, entrepreneurship, auditing and
consulting… With close to 12,000 alumni and a built-in incubator since 2014, the Institution will soon be celebrating its
100th anniversary, with special events throughout 2019.
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PARTNERS
THÉSAME
Thésame, The center of expertise
for innovative professions, digital,
mechatronics, robotics, products,
processes.
www.thesame-innovation.com
COBOTEAM
The Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Robotics Cluster
www.coboteam.fr
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Booster de startups

LE BIVOUAC
Start-up Booster
Clermont-Ferrand
www.lebivouac.com

CARA
European Cluster
for Mobility Solutions
https://cara.eu

PULSALYS
Tech Transfer & Start-up Support
Lyon, St-Etienne
www.pulsalys.fr

LINKSIUM
Tech Transfer & Start-up Support
Grenoble
www.linksium.fr
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CES
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